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Abstract. Vector fields of 3cr(T2), l<r<oo, with non-trivial recurrent points are
classified in two types, one of which we call the constant type inspired by the
terminology of continued fractions. Let X e £r(T2) have finitely many singularities
and p e T2 be a non-wandering point of X. With the exception of the case when X
is of constant type and, simultaneously, p is non-trivial recurrent, we prove that
there exists Ye 3tr( T2) arbitrarily close to X (in the Cr-topology) having a periodic
trajectory through p.

1. Introduction
Perhaps the most important generic property so far discovered - as Palis and de
Melo say in [Pa-Me, p. 172] - is Pugh's C^-general density theorem [Pg.2]. One
way of extending this result to classes of differentiability r > 2, would be to give a
positive answer to the open problem, known as the enclosing lemma, whose
statement is:

"Let M be a smooth compact manifold, r>2 be an integer, /eDifT(M) {resp.
X e 3£r(M)) and p be a non-wandering point off (resp. ofX). There is g e DifT (M)
(resp. Ke 3Er(M)) arbitrarily close to f (resp. to X) in the C"-topology so that p is a
periodic point of g (resp. ofY)".

C. Pugh proved the C1 -closing lemma [Pg.2] and put in doubt the validity of the
C2-closing lemma [Pg.l]. The only result known about the Cr-closing lemma
problem, when ra=2, is that it is true for diffeomorphisms of the circle. In this paper
we extend this result by proving a partial enclosing lemma for flows on the torus.

We wish to mention some enclosing lemma type results. One is the Peixoto's
Cr-connecting lemma which was used to characterize structurally stable vector fields
on two-manifolds [Pe]. Another is Mane's C'-ergodic closing lemma, which was
utilized to characterize structurally stable diffeomorphisms of two-manifolds [Ma].
Moreover, we have the Takens C1 -connecting result which was used to prove generic
properties in conservative systems [Ta]. Finally, the Pixton-Robinson Cr-connecting
result for diffeomorphisms on the sphere S2 which is a positive answer in the
direction of the enclosing lemma [Px].

Now we proceed to explain our result. Let r > 1 be an integer, X e £r( T2), peT2

and yp be the trajectory passing through the point p; we say that xe{p, yp) is
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non-wandering if there exist a sequence of points of the torus />„>-» p and a sequence
of real numbers („ >-* oo such that either X,n (pn)>-*poT X(_Iri)( />„)>->/>, where X, (teR)
is the flow induced by X. If pn = p in this definition and moreover Xt(p) ^ p, for
all teU — {0}, the non-wandering xe{p, yp} will be called non-trivial recurrent. Let
a eU and Ra:U/Z-*U/Z be the geometric rotation x-»x + a (mod 1). Let {a,} be
the sequence of integers (with ateN when i ^ l ) forming the partial quotients of
«; i-e. l

a = ao + ——

a, +

We say that Ra is of constant type if sup {a,|i = 0,1,2, . . .} <oo.
As we shall state in theorem 4.1, when X e 3£r( T2), r > 1, has a non-trivial recurrent

trajectory -y, there always exists a circle C transversal to X passing through y.
Moreover if T: C -* C denotes the forward Poincare map induced by X, there exists
a monotone continuous map h: C-»R/Z of degree one and a geometric rotation
K(C):R/Z-»R/Z such that, for all x e D o m ( T ) (the domain of definition of T)
h°T(x) = R(C)°h(x). We say that X, having a non-trivial recurrent trajectory, is
(resp. is not) of constant type when R(C) is (resp. is not). It will be proved that the
property that R(C) is (resp. is not) of constant type depends on the vector field X
only.

The main result of this paper is:

THEOREM A. Let X e £ r ( T2), 1 < r < oo, have finitely many singularities and peT2

be a non-wandering point of X. Suppose that if p is non-trivial recurrent, X is not of
constant type. Then, there exists Ye 3Er(T2) arbitrarily close to X (in the C"-topology)
having a periodic trajectory through p.

The proof of theorem A will show us that the result is valid for a large set of vector
fields on the torus.

We recall that the non-constant type real numbers of [0,1] form a full Lebesgue
measure subset of it [Khi].

We wish to observe that theorem A extends word-for-word to vector fields on the
torus with a cross-cap. This can be done using [Gu.l, theorem 3.1] and [Gu.2,
proposition 2].

All possible examples of smooth vector fields on T2 with non-trivial recurrence
(whether of constant type or not) can easily be constructed by using the existence
theorem of [Gu.l].

We wish to thank J. Palis for helpful conversations. The referee's suggestions were
very helpful to us and have been incorporated into this work. The author acknowl-
edges hospitality and financial help from IHES during the preparation of this paper.

2. Preliminaries
We shall introduce some terminology and notation. Let M be a smooth compact
two-manifold, < p : R x M - » M b e a continuous flow on M and p b e a point of M.
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The positive semi-trajectory (resp. negative semi-trajectory) of p is the set
y+

P = {<PU, p)lt e [0, oo)} (resp. y~ = {<p(t, p)/te (-oo, 0]}). The trajectory y+
p u y'p of

p will be denoted by yp. The point p is a regular point of v> if it is not a fixed point
of (p. We say that xe{p, yp} is periodic if <p(t,p)= p for some ( > 0 . A point qe M
is an w-limit point (resp. a-limit point) of x e {p, yp}, if there is a sequence of real
numbers tk-*oo (resp. tk^> — oo) such that <?(<&;/>)"* 9.

Let JVbe a submanifold of M disjoint from the fixed points of (p. We will say
that N is a yZow box (of (p) if there exists a rectangle A = [a, fc] x [c, d] <= R2 and a
homeomorphism 0:A->N such that, for all s e [c , d] , 0([a, b]x{s}) is an arc of
trajectory of <p. Such a homeomorphism 0: A-» A/ will also be called a flow box. If p
is a regular point of (p, there exists a neighbourhood of p which is a flow box (see
[B-S, theorem 2.9, p. 50] and [Wt]). A segment or a circle C is said to be transversal
to <p if for any xeC which is not an endpoint of it, there exists a flow box
0 : [ - l , l ] x [ - l , l ] - » N such that 0(O,O) = x and 0({O}x[-l, 1]) = Nn C. Our
definition of transversality does not exclude points of tangency for C r flows.

Let C be a circle transversal to (p. The forward Poincare map T: C -* C is the one
which takes x e C to the first intersection of yJ-{x} with C. In most cases the
domain of definition of T, Dom(T), is an open subset of C properly contained
in it.

Let qe M. We say that x e {q, yq) is two-sided non-trivial recurrent if for any open
segment 2 passing through q, each semitrajectory starting at q meets both connected
components of 2 - { g } infinitely many times.

When Xe1r{M), r > l , all the definitions of this work will be referred to the
flow induced by X. The set of positive integers will be denoted by f̂ J. T2 will be the
two-dimensional torus provided with a smooth riemannian structure.

Given a eR, .Ra:R/Z-»IR/Z will denote the geometric rotation x-»x + a (mod 1).

3. The continued fraction of a real number
The topics and the notation of this section are part of those of [Her, Chap. V]. The
proofs can be found in [Her, Chap. V], [La] and [Khi].

Let G: (0,1 ] -• [0,1) and a: (0,00) -»M be defined by

G(x) = - - - = - (modi)
x I x l x

If a e R - Q we have that a - [a ] € (0,1) and, for all neN,G"(a- [a]) # 0. Therefore
we may define

and

Thus, a0 e Z and, for all n e N, an e N. We shall write symbolically the infinite
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expression

a = [a0, au a2,..., an,...] = ao +

The an is called the nth partial quotient of a; any sequence {a0, au ..., an,...},
where a0 e Z and an e N, for all n e M, is the sequence of partial quotients of a unique
aeU-Q.

If a = [a0, au ..., ah ...] the nth principal convergent of a is the reduced fraction

— =[a o , a 1 , . . . , a B ] = a o +l / (a 1 + l/(fl2 + - • • + l/(an_, + 1/aJ • • •))•

Given xeR write ||x|| = InfpeZ |x + p|. ||x|| defines a metric on Tl.
In the following, a denotes an irrational number, {pn/qn} is the sequence

of principal convergents of a, {an} is the sequence of partial quotients of a,
qna = qna — pm and, for 0 e U, In + 6 is the compact sub-interval of IR with endpoints
6 and qna + 9. The simplified notation /„ +0 = /„ will be used.

(3.1) PROPOSITION. If \q\>0 is an integer such that \q\<qn+l, then \\qa\\>\\qna\\.
Conversely, qo= 1, qx = ax and, if n a 1, qn+x is the smallest positive integer such that
\\qn+1a\\<\\qna\\.

(3.2) PROPOSITION. pn and qn satisfy the following relations

Pn = anpn^+pn-2 forn>2, po= a0, pi =

qn = anqn^1 + qn-2 for n>2 , qo=l, q\ =

(3.3) PROPOSITION. Ifn>l, \qna-pn\ = \\qna\\, and, j / n>3 :

and

a"

(3.4) PROPOSITION. Ler 0eR. For a// M > 2 we /iat>e r/iaf:
(a) T7ie intervals modulo 1 {/?/„(/„ + ^)}osj*,n, where j is an integer, are pairwise

disjoint excepting for the fact that

(In + 0)n{Rqka(IH + 0)} = {£a + 6};

(b) the real numbers 6, qna + 0 and 2qna + 0 (forming the set of endpoints ofln + 0
and Rqna(In + 6)) are ordered in the real line as follows:

The proof of the following lemma is contained in [SI]. See [Her, 8.4 of Chap. V].

(3.5) LEMMA. For all n e N, n >2, the elements of {A,-n|i e {0,1, 2 , . . . , [an/2]}} are
pairwise disjoint sets, where

(2i+l)<) qn

Ai.» = U RjMn)= U K,a + 2 ^ ( 7« ) •
j = 2iqn j=0
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(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let {ik} be a strictly increasing sequence of odd natural numbers.
Suppose that limfc a,t+1 = oo. Given a finite subset {xu x2,..., xm) of R/Z, there exists
noeN such that ifik>n0 then for some 6e(0, | |^i t_2a||), LJJio Rja+e(Iik) is disjoint
from {xu x2,..., xm}.

Proof. We take H 0 E N S O that, for all ik > n0, a,t+, >2(m +1). It follows from lemma
3.5 that the elements of {AJyi,k\j = 1, 2 , . . . , m + 1} are pairwise disjoint sets. Therefore,
for some (re {1, 2 , . . . , m + 1}, A^ik = U% 0

 Rja+e(Iik) is disjoint from {xu x2,..., xm}
and so it satisfies the conditions of this proposition. •

4. Flows of non-constant type
In this section we shall define the flows of non-constant type. To give this definition
we shall need theorem 4.1 and proposition 4.2.

The following result is contained in [Gu.l, structure theorem and (E3) of existence
theorem].

(4.1) STRUCTURE THEOREM. Let <p:Ux T2^> T2 be a continuous flow on the torus T2

having non-trivial recurrent trajectories. Then there exists a compact (p-invariant subset
il of T2 such that any non-trivial recurrent trajectory of tp is dense in ft. Moreover,
the set ^(ft), of the oriented circles which meet fl and are transversal to <p, is not
empty and the following are satisfied:

(a) Given C e ^(ft), there exists a unique non-periodic geometric rotation
R(C):U/Z'=> such that if R/Z is provided with the usual positive orientation and
T: C -» C denotes the forward Poincare map induced by tp, there is an orientation
preserving monotone continuous map h: C -+U/Z of degree one semi-conjuga-
ting T with R(C) (i.e. for all x e D o m ( T ) , h°T(x) = R(C)°h(x)). Moreover, if
hu h2: C->M/Z are maps as the map h above then, for some geometric rotation

(b) If the flow (p has n fixed points and T and h are as in (a) above, then there
exists {xi, x2,..., xm} c R/Z, with m<n, such that

h~\U/Z - {xu x2,..., xm}) c Dom (T).

The following proposition is an immediate consequence of lemma 4.7 below.

(4.2) PROPOSITION. Let <p and ^(fl) be as in the structure theorem. The property that
R(C) is (resp. is not) of constant type, where Ce ^(Cl), does not depend on the
particular C.

This proposition implies that the following definition is intrinsic.

(4.3) Definition. Let <p and ^(ft) be as in the structure theorem. We say that <p is
a constant (resp. non-constant) type flow if for some C e ^(fl) , R(C) is of constant
(resp. non-constant) type.

Now we proceed to prove some results which will be needed in the proof of lemma
4.7.

(4.4) COROLLARY. Assume the conditions and notation of the structure theorem. Given
C € ^(fl), the subset of C of two-sided non-trivial recurrent points is dense in fin C.
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Proof. Let h: C>-*U/Z, T:C^>C and R(C) :U/Z-»U/Z be as in (a) of the structure
theorem. Let A0 = U/Z and for ieZ-{0} let Aj = {xeU/Z\h~\x) is contained in
Dom (T)}. As, for all i eZ-{0} , Dom (T1) is an open subset of C, by (a) of theorem
4.1 we have that A,- is an open subset of U/Z.

Using the property that C n fl contains a non-trivial recurrent point, say p, we
shall prove that every A, is dense in U/Z. In fact given X O GR/Z, by the structure
theorem, there exists a subsequence {*„}„*! of the J?(C)-orbit of h(p) such that
limn xn = x0 and h~1(xn) contains exactly one element pn of yp n Dom (T'). Denote
by /„ the connected component of Dom(T') containing pn. Since /„ is open and
pn is non-trivial recurrent, the set y p n / n is an infinite set. Also h is injective in
yp n /„. Therefore h(Jn) is an interval of U/Z. Because U/Z - SI is at most denumer-
able, where % = {xeU/Z\h~1(x) is a one point set}, there exists gneSln h(Jn) very
close to xn = h(pn). As h~\qn) is unitary, /i~1(qin)e Jn<= Dom (T1), i.e. qneAt.
Certainly limn qn = x0 which implies that A, is dense. Therefore, /3 = SI n (PliEZ ^i)
is a residual subset of U/Z. Under these circumstances, using the structure theorem
we may easily check that: Any yeh~l({i) is a two-sided non-trivial recurrent
point whose positive (resp. negative) T-orbit is dense in Cnil. This proves the
corollary. •

The proof of the following lemma can be found in [Gu.2, lemma 2].

(4.5) LEMMA. Let 2 be an open interval containing a non-trivial recurrent point p of
a continuous flow <p:Rx T2-» T2. If £ is transversal to <p, there exists a circle C
transversal to <p and such that C ni contains an open interval passing through p.

(4.6) Definition. Consider T2 provided with an orientation and with a smooth
riemannian metric < , ). Given X e £r( T2), 1 < r < oo, we define Xx e £r( T2) by the
following two conditions:

(a) (X,X) = (X\X±);and
(b) when p e l 2 is a regular point of X, the ordered pair (X(p), X±{p)) is an

orthogonal positive basis of TP{T2) (according to the given orientation of T2).

Let (p: U x T2 -» T2 be a continuous flow on T2 and 2 be an oriented open segment
transversal to <p. We say that £ is tp-positive (resp. ^-negative) if - for increasing
time - the flow <p crosses 2 as in figure 4.1 (resp. figure 4.2), where a positive basis
is that of figure 4.3.

t
r—

FIGURE 4.1 FIGURE 4.2 FIGURE 4.3. Positive basis {eu e2).

Let C be an oriented circle transversal to <p; we say that C is <p-positive if any
sub-interval of it (with the induced orientation) is ^-positive.
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(4.7) LEMMA. Assume the conditions and notation of the structure theorem (4.1).
Given C, C e "#(£!), there exist m,neP4 such that, for all i e M, ai+n = di+m, where {ak}
and {dk} denote the sequence of partial quotients of the rotation numbers, a and a,
of R(C) and R(C), respectively. Moreover we have that m — n is an even integer if
and only if both C and C are simultaneously either <p-positive or ^-negative.

Proof When p e M and q e <p(r, p), for some T > 0, the arc of trajectory connecting
p with q will be denoted by pq.

By corollary 4.4, there is a two-sided non-trivial recurrent point peilnC. Denote
by T: Ci-»C (resp. T: Ci-*C) the forward Poincare map induced by <p, and by ?.„
(resp. £„), with neN-{0}, the open sub-interval of C (resp. C) with endpoints
T~"(p) and T"(p) (resp. f~"(p) and f"(p)) and containing p. Let{qn} (resp. {<?„})
be the sequence of the denominators of the principal convergents of a (resp. a).
It follows from proposition 3.1 that:

(1.1) If « e N - iF^
(1.2) If m e N is large enough and 1.mnp Tm(p) = {p}, then m is equal to some

<?„•
We observe that:

(2) If C and C are homotopic and the homotopy carries the orientation of one
to the given orientation of the other, then R(C) = R(C).
Let q be the first point where y* meets C and B be a closed flow box whose interior
contains pq. We may use an homotopy - with support in B - to transform C in a
new circle still denoted by C but now satisfying:

(3) C n C contains an open interval 2 which contains p.
It follows from (2) that, without losing generality, we may proceed with the proof
of this lemma under the assumption (3). So, by (1.1) and (1.2), we conclude that:

(4) There exist n,meN such that, for all ieN,

T « - ( p ) = f « — ( P ) and 2 , . + 1 = i 4 m + 1 .

Let 21,(2/) (resp. %(%,)) be the cardinal number of the set pTj(p)n2., (resp.
p T ^ p ) n £ , ) , where j , leN. By (4), proposition 3.3 and because R{C) and R(C)
are uniquely ergodic we may use the Birkhoff's ergodic theorem [Wa] to conclude
that if n, m are as in (4), for all i 6 N

Using (4) and (b) of proposition 3.4, we may easily conclude that m - n is even if
and only if the orientations of 1, induced by those of C and C, are the same. The
lemma is proved. •

5. The main result

(5.1) Proof of theorem A. As in Pugh's proof of the Cl-closing lemma, it is enough
to prove that
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(1) Given any neighbourhoods v- of X in 3Er(T2) and V of p in T2, there exists
Y e t> which has a closed orbit meeting V.
In fact, let X e X°°(T2) be such that X(p) = X(/>). Given a neighbourhood a> of X
in 3Er(T2) we may find a neighbourhood of X and an e > 0 so small that
given any (Y, t)et>x(-e, e), (Xf^Ye^ and V={Xs°Xf(p)\s, fe (-e, e)} is a
flow box of X and a neighbourhood of p. Hence assuming that (1) is true, we may
take Yev having a closed orbit passing through the point Xi,0(p) = q (with
toe (-e, e)). Therefore (XfJ^ Ye a> is the desired vector field to prove this theorem
because it has a closed orbit passing through the point p.

We shall continue with the proof assuming that p is not periodic (and so it is not
a singularity of X). Now, we shall prove this theorem when:

(2) p is regular and it is not non-trivial recurrent.
In this case yp connects (one or) two singularities of X [S-T, theorem 6.2]. Moreover
there exists an open annulus U and a point qe U whose a- or w-limit set contains
yp [Ne, proposition 2.5]. See figure 5.1. In this case, it is very easy to produce a

FIGURE 5.1

periodic orbit which meets any neighbourhood of p by arbitrarily small Cr-perturba-
tions of X. Using (1), this theorem is proved under the assumption (2).

FIGURE 5.2
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Therefore it follows from corollary 4.4 that, to prove (1) under the assumptions of
theorem A, we may assume that

(3) The point p is two-sided non-trivial recurrent and X is not of constant type.
Fix an orientation of T2 and take a C1 open interval 2, X-positive, passing through
p. See figure 5.2.
It follows from lemma 4.5 that we may assume that 2 is contained in a C1 circle
C transversal to X. Take in C the orientation induced by that of 2. Let T:C->C
be the forward Poincare map induced by <p. Using lemma 4.7 and the fact that X
is not of constant type we may assume that the orientation of T2 has been chosen
so that

(4) If h and R(C) are maps as in (a) of the structure theorem and a is the
rotation number of R(C), then there exists a subsequence {aik} of the sequence {a,}
of partial quotients of a such that every suffix ik is an odd number and limjt aik+1 = oo.

Let v be a neighbourhood of X in £r(T2). Suppose that 2 has been taken to be
tangent to yp at p and so that, for some e > 0:

(5) There exists a continuous strictly increasing map o~.[0, e)-* C, with o-(O) =p,
and such that, for all fie(0,e), X + fiXxev and the segments cr((0, n)) and
cr((/ji, e)), with the orientation induced by that of C, are (X + /iXx)-positive and
(X + jU.X±)-negative, respectively. See figure 5.3.

FIGURE 5.3

Since p is a two-sided non-trivial recurrent point h(a[0, e)) contains an open
interval /. By corollary 4.4 we may take a two-sided non-trivial recurrent point
qe /T'(/)no-(0, e). By the structure theorem we may assume that h(q) = O and
that there exists a finite subset {x,, x2,..., xm}<= R such that

(6) h'\R/Z - {xu x2,..., xj) c Dom (T).
It follows from this, (4), and propositions 3.4 and 3.6, that there exist nef>4 odd
and 0 e IR such that

(7) Re([0,qna]) and Re([qna, 2qna]) are contained in h(a(0, e)). Moreover
Ujio Rja+e([0, qna]) is disjoint from {*„ x2,..., xm).
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Under these conditions, (b) of proposition 3.4, implies that if Pi^h l(6),
p2eh~1(qna + 0) and p3e h~\2qna + 6), then

(8) cr-\pi)<cj-\p2)<<T-\p,). _

Let us introduce the following notation: if x,yecr([0,e)), xy will denote the
sub-interval of cr([0, e)) with the induced orientation. If ze T2 and w = X,(z), for
some t G (0, oo), zw will be the oriented arc of trajectory of X starting at z and
ending at w. By (7) and (8) we may assume that:

(9) T"»(Pl) = pJXJT'"(p2) =J and that T
The set B = U {x Tq»(x)\x e PiP2} can be thought as a flow box with two of its corner
points glued together at the point p2. See figures 5.4 and 5.5.

FIGURE 5.4

FIGURE 5.5

We shall see that there exists fioe (0, a 1{p2)) such that X + /u,0X
x exhibit a closed

orbit through the point p2.
Given /u, e (0, o-~1(p2)) denote by AM <= int (B) the oriented open arc of trajectory

of X + fj.X± starting at p2 and ending at the point X(/J.) of the boundary of B. The
following properties are satisfied:

(10.1) For all p e(0, <r~l(p2)), p2px is an (X + /u,Xx)-positive segment and p^p3

and fyp2 are (X + jnX"1) -negative segments.
(10.2) For all /J. e[0, a-~l(p3)], p3p2 is an ( X + /AXX)-positive segment.
(10.3) For all fie {o-~l{pi), o-'2{p2)), p3cr{fi) is an (X + /xXx)-negative segment

and cr(fj,)p2 is an (X + /u,Xx)-positive segment.
It follows from these properties that AM is well denned, that x(ix) is a monotone
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strictly increasing continuous function of /i,e(0, o- \p2)) and that for some
ixoe (0, o-~l(p2)), X(/A0) =p2. Theorem A is proved, (see figure 5.6). •

6. Final remarks
Let fc e N and %k be the set of geometric rotations Ra such that lim sup a, £ fe, where
{aj is the sequence of partial quotients of a.

Under the conditions of theorem A, its proof can easily be improved so that:
(6.1) The result is valid for vector fields of constant type Ra e 5Ifc which have at

most k singularities.
(6.2) If X e 3E"(T2) (i.e. X is analytic) there exist sequences {(„} and {vn} of real

numbers such that lim (fn) = 0 = lim (vn) and {X^n)^(X-\-tnX
L) has a periodic trajec-

tory passing through p.
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